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Women’s brain health in the spotlight 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) takes a heavier toll on women than men. Women are at higher 
risk of developing AD, they face faster cognitive decline and seems less responsive to re-
cently approved disease-modifying therapy than men. Different rates of Tau protein accu-
mulation in the brain may explain these sex-related differences. Tau accumulation closely 
mirrors symptoms and is faster in women than men, but the underlying reasons are un-
known. Tau spreading is conveyed by the underlying brain connectivity network, a dimen-
sion that is highly specific to individual subjects and is modulated by sex and sex-specific 
factors including hormone exposure. 
 
This study aims to understand whether sex-related differences in brain connectivity archi-
tecture confer women a higher vulnerability to tau spreading and clinical decline than men, 
and clarify how these mechanisms are influenced by sex-related factors including age at 
menopause and number of childbirths. 
 
The study will also investigate whether comorbid pathologies including cerebral amyloid 
angiopathy, which occurs in half of AD patients and could have higher prevalence in 
women, accelerate Tau spreading through brain circuits’ overlaps. The results will be cru-
cial for models of female brain aging and for guiding the development of sex-aware care 
management approaches, including determining eligibility for anti-amyloid treatment. 
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